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Abstract: Embedding collaboration networks in the context of open innovation can facilitate firm
innovation. Previous studies have not considered the impact of multilevel network structural
embedding on firm innovation. In this study, organizational collaboration networks, knowledge
networks, and urban collaboration networks are viewed as systems to explore their impact on
innovation quantity and innovation quality. We validate the research hypotheses using data from
Chinese high-tech firms in the field of artificial intelligence and intelligent manufacturing equipment.
The results indicate that structural holes occupied by firms in organizational collaboration networks
can increase the innovation quantity and have a U-shaped effect on innovation quality. Knowledge
network structural holes and urban collaboration network structural holes moderate the relationship
between organizational collaboration network structural holes and innovation quantity and quality.
Our findings will help firms to efficiently utilize the advantages of multilevel network structural
holes to improve the innovation quantity and innovation quality.

Keywords: collaboration network; knowledge network; innovation quantity; innovation quality;
structural hole

1. Introduction

Innovation activities are becoming increasingly complex, and the resources a firm
has are limited and do not meet the needs of technological innovation [1]. Collaborative
innovation has become an important strategy for firms to cope with difficult innovation
activities and increase innovation output. Organizational collaboration networks consisting
of inter-organizational collaborative relationships have received attention from existing
studies that agree that embedding collaboration networks helps to promote firm inno-
vation [2,3]. Firms with structural advantages in organizational collaboration networks
are more likely to access heterogeneous resources [4]. According to the resource-based
view (RBV) [5], valuable and scarce heterogeneous resources can provide a competitive
advantage for a firm. The heterogeneous resources brought to the firm by the structural
advantages of the network will have an important impact on the firm’s innovation. What
kinds of structural advantages a firm maintains in its organizational collaboration network
are most conducive to innovation is a key issue that firms need to clarify.

The knowledge-based view (KBV) sees knowledge resources as an important founda-
tion for firms to maintain their innovative advantage [6]. Different types of organizations
possess different knowledge resources, and inter-organizational collaborative innovation
activities provide opportunities for knowledge recombination [7]. Knowledge networks
were first defined by Yayavaram and Ahuja [8], who proposed that a knowledge net-
work is a network of knowledge elements as nodes covering the combinatorial relation-
ships between them. As technological innovation becomes increasingly complex and the
knowledge resources possessed by firms are insufficient to support innovation activities,
knowledge exchange with other organizations builds external channels for firms to absorb
knowledge [2,9]. The combination and utilization of knowledge elements in a knowledge
network can have an impact on firm innovation [10].
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The city is the spatial carrier of innovation activities, the firm is the implementation
of innovation activities, and firm innovation is affected by the urban innovation environ-
ment [11]. Collaborative relationships between different cities form urban collaboration
networks, which allow innovation resources to flow between cities [12]. Structural fea-
tures in the urban collaboration networks have an impact on the urban resources, and the
accumulation of resources affects the urban innovation environment and, thus, further
influences the firm innovation within the city.

The organizational collaboration network highlights the importance of searching
for resources based on inter-organizational partnerships [13], the knowledge network
highlights the importance of searching for resources based on knowledge elements [2,10],
and the urban collaboration network highlights the importance of searching for resources
based on inter-city partnerships [12]. Most of the existing studies focus on the impact of
organizational collaboration networks on firm innovation [14], and some studies focus on
the impact of collaboration networks and knowledge networks on firm innovation [2,10],
but most of them revolve around innovation performance and dual innovation (exploitative
and exploratory innovations) and fail to explore the quantity and quality of firm innovation.
Guan et al. [15] pointed out that different levels of networks are interconnected with each
other. Therefore, when studying firm innovation from a network perspective, we need to
combine the characteristics of different levels of networks and consider the impact of the
interaction between different levels of networks on firm innovation.

2. Theory Analysis and Hypotheses Development
2.1. Organizational Collaboration Network Structural Holes and Firm Innovation

Organizational collaboration networks consisting of complex inter-organizational col-
laborative relationships bring together heterogeneous resources and form a stable network
structure, which increases the potential opportunities for firm innovation [3]. The research
related to collaboration networks and innovation began with the definition of Freeman [16],
who emphasized that collaboration networks are network innovation models based on
formal or informal relationships between organizations to access external resources to
reduce risk. From the perspective of social network theory, the existence of structural holes
in an organizational collaboration network indicates that the focal firm occupies a “bridge”
position in the network. Firms that span structural holes are non-redundantly connected in
the network [17]. According to Burt’s structural hole theory [18], non-redundant ties can
provide firms with “information benefits” and “control benefits”. Structural holes place
the firm in a position between two actors that are not interconnected, acting as a bridge to
other actors in the network [18]. Firms occupying structural holes have greater access to
diverse resources, which can have an impact on firm innovation.

Firms occupying structural holes in the network act as mediators of information ex-
change and resource transfer between different organizations, providing indirect channels
of cooperation for organizations that are not directly connected, greatly increasing the
possibility of heterogeneous knowledge and resources being shared and overflowed within
the network [19]. Firms that span structural holes connect organizations that are not con-
nected to each other and are more likely to absorb novel technological knowledge. The
absorption and utilization of novel knowledge can broaden the technological innovation
thinking of firms and improve the innovativeness of new products, thus increasing the
innovation output of firms [20]. Compared with firms in the same technological field, firms
occupying structural holes can prioritize access to external heterogeneous resources and
develop a control advantage, which increases the innovation speed of firms and earns
them a first-mover advantage in terms of innovation quantity. Accordingly, we propose
Hypothesis 1.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The structural hole that firms occupy in the organizational collaboration
network positively affects the innovation quantity.
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Unlike the innovation quantity, the innovation quality is more demanding in terms of
knowledge utilization and resource allocation [21]. The expansion of knowledge resources
has a limited role to play in improving the innovation quality. Although structural holes
provide firms with access to resources, they also have a negative impact on firm innovation.
When the structural holes are few, there is a large number of inter-organizational ties within
the collaboration network, and dense inter-organizational ties provide a foundation of trust
for collaboration innovation [22]. Different organizations have a higher willingness to share
knowledge in a trustworthy collaboration innovation environment, which promotes the
transfer of tacit knowledge in the network and facilitates the absorption of deep knowledge
resources by firms to improve innovation quality [23]. With the increase in structural holes,
the inter-organizational ties within the network gradually become fewer, which leads to the
difficulty of firms accessing the deep knowledge resources of other organizations, which is
not conducive to the improvement of innovation quality [24]. When a firm occupies enough
structural holes, it can control the direction of information and resource flows within the
network and harvest more network capital. Occupying more structural holes puts the firm
in an advantageous position in terms of information asymmetry, and the firm can integrate
heterogeneous resources from different organizations. Firms with sufficient resources can
sustain their innovation activities to improve the innovation quality [25]. Based on this, the
following hypothesis is proposed:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The structural hole that firms occupy in the organizational collaboration
network has a U-shaped effect on innovation quality.

2.2. The Moderating Effect of Knowledge Network Structural Holes

The knowledge-based view (KBV) recognizes that knowledge is a core resource for
firms to gain a competitive advantage [26]. Knowledge networks record the combina-
torial relationships of knowledge elements and provide opportunities for the migration
and recombination of knowledge elements [8]. Previous studies have demonstrated that
collaboration networks and knowledge networks are decoupled [2,10]. Knowledge net-
works influence firm innovation through a unique mechanism based on knowledge search.
Structural holes in knowledge networks reflect the non-redundancy of combinatorial rela-
tionships between knowledge elements [27]. The fact that the knowledge elements owned
by the firm occupy structural holes in the knowledge network indicates that the firm has
not yet achieved a full understanding of the knowledge and has not yet applied such
knowledge in depth [28]. Although firms occupying structural holes in organizational
collaboration networks have access to more heterogeneous resources, firms do not possess
the technological knowledge to exploit these resources, making it difficult to increase
the innovation output in the short term and, thus, difficult to increase the innovation
quantity [29].

Knowledge elements occupying structural holes in knowledge networks link knowl-
edge from different technical fields, and firms can explore more novel knowledge com-
binations based on the knowledge elements occupying structural holes [30]. With the
help of knowledge elements occupying structural holes in knowledge networks, firms can
assimilate novel technological knowledge that is distant from the existing knowledge and
avoid falling into a technological lock-in [31]. When efficiently utilizing the heterogeneous
resources brought about by the structural holes in the organizational collaboration network,
firms can use novel technological knowledge to stimulate innovation, break through the
constraints of the old innovation paths, and carry out high-quality innovation activities in a
more efficient way to improve the innovation quality. Therefore, we propose the following
hypotheses.

Hypothesis 3a (H3a). Structural holes in knowledge networks negatively moderate the
relationship between structural holes in organizational collaboration networks and the
innovation quantity.
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Hypothesis 3b (H3b). Structural holes in knowledge networks positively moderate the
relationship between structural holes in organizational collaboration networks and the
innovation quality.

2.3. The Moderating Effect of Urban Collaboration Network Structural Holes

Cities are spatial carriers of firm innovation, and they provide a favorable innovation
environment for collaborative innovation among different organizations [32]. Firm inno-
vation is embedded in the city, and firms and cities are an integrated system. Burt [18]
demonstrated that structural holes provide opportunities to enable knowledge and in-
formation flow among network members. Cities that occupy structural holes in urban
collaboration networks have an informational advantage and more autonomy in their
innovation activities. However, structural holes can also have certain negative effects. De-
centralized cities in an urban collaboration network have difficulty coordinating all types
of innovation resources in a sparse network [33]. Structural holes in urban collaboration
networks reduce mutual trust between cities [34], which can lead to firms not being able to
access urban resources quickly, which has a limited effect on the promotion of innovation
output and makes it difficult to increase the innovation quantity.

Unlike the innovation quantity, improvement in the innovation quality requires a
higher level of resource support, and investing large amounts of innovation resources in the
short term does not immediately improve the innovation quality. In the long run, efficiently
allocating and utilizing heterogeneous resources is more helpful for the innovation quality.
The resource-based view (RBV) assumes that actors with more heterogeneous resources can
perform better in innovation [35]. Cities occupying structural holes in urban collaboration
networks are located at the intersection of different domains and have greater access to
non-redundant and heterogeneous resources that provide a competitive advantage to
firm innovation within the city [36]. Structural holes in the urban collaboration network
bring city-level resource support for firm innovation, which enhances the organizational-
level resource advantages provided by structural holes in the organizational collaboration
network and promotes innovation quality. We, therefore, propose the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 4a (H4a). Structural holes in urban collaboration networks negatively moderate
the relationship between structural holes in organizational collaboration networks and the
innovation quantity.

Hypothesis 4b (H4b). Structural holes in urban collaboration networks positively moderate
the relationship between structural holes in organizational collaboration networks and the
innovation quality.

2.4. Interaction between Structural Holes in Multilevel Networks

When analyzing firm innovation from a network perspective, we need to recognize
that structural holes in networks at different levels have different effects on firm innovation.
Different levels of networks are decoupled from each other, and different levels of networks
interact in influencing firm innovation [15,37]. We consider the organizational collaboration
network, the knowledge network, and the urban collaboration network as a system, and
the interaction between the three network levels is shown in Figure 1.
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Firm innovation requires a continuous investment of knowledge resources [38]. A
knowledge network records the combined relationships between many knowledge ele-
ments. Knowledge elements spanning structural holes linking knowledge elements from
technological fields that are not yet interconnected can help firms explore new paradigms
of knowledge combinations [39]. Firm innovation requires the support of urban resources,
and urban collaboration networks constituted by partnerships between different cities
influence the access of cities to innovation resources [40]. Cities that span structural holes
have a higher priority in terms of access to resources, providing more opportunities to
acquire external resources for firm innovation within the city [36]. The knowledge advan-
tage provided by the structural holes in the knowledge network can help firms efficiently
allocate the urban resources provided by the structural holes in the urban collaboration
network and organizational resources provided by the structural holes in the organiza-
tional collaboration network. The information benefits of structural holes in three-level
networks can help firms avoid the negative effects that can result from structural holes in a
single-level network [41].

Firms with knowledge elements that occupy structural holes in the knowledge network
have access to differentiated knowledge resources [10]. Firms occupying structural holes
in organizational collaboration networks have access to heterogeneous resources at the
organizational level [19,42]. Cities where firms are located across more structural holes can
capture a larger range of innovation resources from urban collaboration networks [36,43].
The structural holes in the different levels of the network bring complementary resources
to firms, providing both sustained resource support to increase the innovation quantity
and cross-disciplinary, cutting-edge information and knowledge to improve the innovation
quality. Therefore, we posit the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 5a (H5a). The impact of the structural holes occupied by firms in organizational
collaboration networks on the innovation quantity is strengthened when the city in which
the firm is located occupies a structural hole in the urban collaboration network and the
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firm possesses a knowledge element that occupies a structural hole in the knowledge
network.

Hypothesis 5b (H5b). The impact of the structural holes occupied by firms in organiza-
tional collaboration networks on the innovation quality is strengthened when the city in
which the firm is located occupies a structural hole in the urban collaboration network and
the firm possesses a knowledge element that occupies a structural hole in the knowledge
network.

Based on the above analysis, the theoretical framework is presented in Figure 2.
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3. Research Design
3.1. Sample Selection and Data Source

High-tech firms in China are actively engaged in innovative activities. We selected
Chinese high-tech enterprises in the field of artificial intelligence and intelligent manufac-
turing equipment as the research sample. Previous studies have pointed out that jointly
authorized invention patents can effectively indicate collaborative innovation relation-
ships between organizations [2,13]. Therefore, this study used jointly authorized invention
patent data to construct a multilevel network. We downloaded jointly authorized invention
patents in the field of artificial intelligence and intelligent manufacturing equipment in
China from the PATSNAP (www.zhihuiya.com accessed on 15 September 2022). We set the
number of patent owners to be greater than or equal to 2 and excluded patent data where
the patent owner was an individual. We set the patent application period to 2011–2020, and
we obtained 22,576 patents.

Drawing on existing research [3,14], we constructed organizational collaboration
networks based on patentee information in the jointly authorized invention patent data.
We utilized TianYanCha (www.tianyancha.com accessed on 15 September 2022) to query
the geographic locations of patentees and build urban collaboration networks based on
the geographic information of the patentees [44]. Previous studies have pointed out that
IPC codes can be used as a categorization criterion for knowledge elements [2,10]. We
constructed a knowledge network based on the co-occurrence information of IPC codes in
patents. Consistent with previous studies [19,41], we set the time window for collaboration
networks and knowledge networks to 3 years. Therefore, we divided 2011–2020 into
8 time windows and collected unbalanced panel data for a total of 6331 sample points from

www.zhihuiya.com
www.tianyancha.com
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2011 to 2020. The patent data in this study came from PATSNAP, and the firm’s business
information came from the CSMAR database, annual reports, and TianYanCha.

3.2. Measurement
3.2.1. Dependent Variable

Innovation quantity: A direct reflection of the innovation quantity is the number
of patent applications, including invention patents, utility model patents, and industrial
design patents. Existing studies on the measurement of the innovation quantity use the
number of patent applications of a firm [45]. Consistent with previous studies [45], we used
the number of patent applications to measure the innovation quantity. Firms will innovate
in cooperation with other organizations immediately after embedding in organizational
collaboration networks but will not apply for patents immediately. There is a lag effect
in the impact of organizational collaboration networks on firm innovation. Therefore, we
selected the innovation quantity of firms embedded in the organizational collaboration
network lagging by one year as the explanatory variable.

Innovation quality: Innovation quality was first defined by Haner [46], who argued
that it emphasizes the impact of a firm’s innovations. Existing studies have confirmed
the important role of patents in measuring innovation quality [47]. Drawing on existing
studies [48], we used the number of citations of patents to measure innovation quality.
Similarly, considering the lag effect, we selected the innovation quality of firms embedded
in organizational collaboration networks that lagged by one year as an explanatory variable.

3.2.2. Independent Variable

Structural holes in organizational collaboration networks (SHO): The constraint in-
dicator for structural holes indicates the degree of connectivity around the nodes. Nodes
with high constraints are more connected to each other and nodes with low constraints are
less connected to each other. Drawing on Wang et al. [10], we calculated a structural hole
by subtracting the constraint from 2. The specific calculation formula is as follows: COi = ∑

j

(
pij + ∑

q,q ̸=i,q ̸=j
piq pqj

)2

Sthi = 2 − COi

(1)

where Sth denotes the structural hole, CO denotes the node’s constraint, and pij is the
proportion of node i’s relational inputs to link j.

3.2.3. Moderator Variables

Structural holes in knowledge networks (SHK): We also used Equation (1) to compute
the structural holes in the knowledge network. Firms usually hold multiple knowledge
elements, and we needed to aggregate the characteristics of the knowledge elements at the
firm level. Drawing on Wang et al. [10], we utilized arithmetic averaging to aggregate the
knowledge elements. For example, if a firm has 3 knowledge elements, and the structural
holes of the 3 knowledge elements are Z1, Z2, Z3, then the knowledge structural holes of
the firm after aggregation at the firm level are (Z1 + Z2 + Z3)/3.

Structural holes in urban collaboration networks (SHUs): We also used Equation (1) to
calculate the value of structural holes in the city where the firm was located.

3.2.4. Control Variables

We controlled for other variables that affect firm innovation. Scale of the firm (SCA):
We used the natural logarithm of the number of employees to measure the SCA. Firm age
(AGE): We measured the AGE using the difference between the year of the observation
period minus the year of inception. Knowledge stock (KS): We denoted KS via the natural
logarithm of the number of patents granted in the three years before the firm’s embedding
in the organizational collaboration network. Degree of centrality (DC): We controlled the
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firm’s degree of centrality in the organizational collaboration network. We also controlled
for the density of organizational collaboration networks (DO), the density of knowledge
networks (DK), and the density of urban collaboration networks (DU). The effect of the
year was controlled.

3.3. Methods
3.3.1. Social Network Analysis

Social network analysis allows for the quantification of nodes as well as relationships
in multilevel networks [3]. The networks constructed in this study included organizational
collaboration networks, knowledge networks, and urban collaboration networks. We
distinguished the types of organizations based on the patentee information in jointly
authorized invention patents. We used UCINET to calculate the relevant network metrics.
The organizational collaboration network for 2018–2020 is shown in Figure 3, the knowledge
network is shown in Figure 4, and the urban collaboration network is shown in Figure 5.
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3.3.2. Negative Binomial Regression

Both innovation quantity and innovation quality are non-negative integers. Because
the variance in innovation quantity and quality differed from the mean, and the explana-
tory variables were over-dispersed, we used negative binomial regression to analyze the
data. The negative binomial regression method can effectively avoid bias in regression
analysis [49]. We used STATA to analyze the research data.

4. Analysis and Results

The descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients for the variables are shown in
Table 1. The difference between the mean and variance in the study data was large, and the
data distribution was too discrete, so we used negative binomial regression. Table 1 shows
that the correlation coefficients of the variables are not high overall; they are all below 0.7,
which indicates that the regression model does not have the problem of multicollinearity.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1. Quantity 1

2. Quality 0.488
*** 1

3. SHO 0.374
***

0.212
*** 1

4. SHK 0.289
***

0.124
***

0.352
*** 1

5. SHU 0.071
***

0.040
***

0.075
***

0.081
*** 1

6. SCA 0.333
***

0.174
***

0.336
***

0.590
*** −0.017 1

7. AGE 0.172
***

0.076
***

0.211
***

0.303
*** 0.003 0.497

*** 1

8. KS 0.466
***

0.211
***

0.433
***

0.531
***

0.088
***

0.583
***

0.373
*** 1

9. DC 0.397
***

0.130
***

0.311
***

0.323
***

0.068
***

0.192
***

0.074
***

0.396
*** 1

10. DO 0.061
***

−0.066
*** 0.025 ** 0.089

***
0.108

*** 0.020 0.078
***

0.191
***

−0.043
*** 1
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Table 1. Cont.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

11. DK 0.059
***

−0.071
*** 0.027 ** 0.094

***
0.112

*** 0.021 * 0.085
***

0.198
***

−0.024
*

0.425
*** 1

12. DU −0.005 0.021 * −0.009 −0.006 −0.031
** 0.002 −0.011 −0.019 −0.057

***
0.079

***
−0.273

*** 1

Mean 143.863 1.685 1.025 0.977 1.541 5.355 11.840 4.085 0.005 0.006 0.043 0.135
SD 640.616 17.834 0.214 0.474 0.309 2.511 8.226 1.925 0.012 0.001 0.013 0.011

Note: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, and * p < 0.1.

The negative binomial regression results of the hypotheses tests are shown in Table 2.
From Model 1, it can be found that the effect of SHO on the innovation quantity is positive
and significant (β = 0.11; p < 0.01), verifying Hypothesis 1, which means that firms
occupying more structural holes in the organizational collaboration network are conducive
to increasing the innovation quantity.

Table 2. Results of negative binomial regression.

Innovation Quantity Innovation Quality

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8

SHO 0.113 ***
(0.015)

0.167 ***
(0.019)

0.117 ***
(0.016)

0.171 ***
(0.019)

0.155 ***
(0.040)

0.209 ***
(0.074)

0.172 ***
(0.042)

0.206 ***
(0.073)

SHO2 0.057 ***
(0.014)

0.003
(0.031)

0.037 **
(0.016)

−0.013
(0.031)

SHK 0.031
(0.026)

0.023
(0.026)

0.341 ***
(0.079)

0.347 ***
(0.080)

SHO × SHK −0.079 ***
(0.017)

−0.082 ***
(0.017)

−0.116
(0.077)

−0.098
(0.079)

SHO2 ×
SHK

0.071 **
(0.029)

0.071 **
(0.031)

SHU 0.054 ***
(0.015)

0.049 ***
(0.016)

−0.032
(0.039)

−0.048
(0.048)

SHO × SHU −0.029 *
(0.018)

−0.036 *
(0.022)

−0.049
(0.047)

0.029
(0.080)

SHO2 ×
SHU

0.054 ***
(0.019)

0.088 **
(0.037)

SHK × SHU 0.027
(0.017)

0.029
(0.055)

SHO × SHK
× SHU

0.014
(0.020)

−0.038
(0.086)

SHO2 ×
SHK × SHU

0.041 *
(0.038)

SCA 0.353 ***
(0.020)

0.350 ***
(0.020)

0.359 ***
(0.020)

0.358 ***
(0.020)

0.457 ***
(0.054)

0.438 ***
(0.054)

0.459 ***
(0.054)

0.443 ***
(0.054)

AGE −0.144 ***
(0.015)

−0.138 ***
(0.015)

−0.141 ***
(0.015)

−0.136 ***
(0.015)

−0.091 **
(0.041)

−0.099 **
(0.041)

−0.096 **
(0.041)

−0.104 **
(0.041)

KS 1.621 ***
(0.021)

1.593* **
(0.030)

1.612 ***
(0.021)

1.589 ***
(0.030)

1.362 ***
(0.056)

1.120 ***
(0.074)

1.360 ***
(0.057)

1.119 ***
(0.074)

DC −0.014
(0.015)

0.001
(0.015)

−0.013
(0.015)

0.001
(0.015)

−0.045 *
(0.025)

−0.046 *
(0.025)

−0.046 *
(0.025)

−0.046 *
(0.025)

DO −0.090
(0.099)

−0.087
(0.099)

−0.087
(0.099)

−0.082
(0.099)

1.136 **
(0.544)

1.026 *
(0.539)

1.124 **
(0.544)

1.024 *
(0.538)

DK 0.118
(0.104)

0.116
(0.104)

0.113
(0.104)

0.106
(0.104)

−3.248 ***
(0.625)

−3.140 ***
(0.617)

−3.236 ***
(0.626)

−3.139 ***
(0.617)

DU 0.169 ***
(0.052)

0.172 ***
(0.052)

0.164 ***
(0.052)

0.166 ***
(0.05)

0.204
(0.200)

0.274
(0.201)

0.219
(0.200)

0.289
(0.200)

Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

_cons 3.046 ***
(0.037)

3.070 ***
(0.037)

3.043 ***
(0.037)

3.067 ***
(0.037)

−2.046 ***
(0.146)

−2.063 ***
(0.147)

−2.031 ***
(0.147)

−2.060 ***
(0.147)

N 6331 6331 6331 6331 6331 6331 6331 6331
LR chi2 9260.76 9287.04 9276.57 9304.10 2713.28 2744.23 2721.82 2753.27

Log
likelihood −25,569.34 −25,556.20 −25,561.43 −25,547.67 −4008.36 −3992.89 −4004.09 −3988.37

Note: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, and * p < 0.1.
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The regression results of Model 5 show that the coefficient of the squared term of
SHO is significantly positive (β = 0.057; p < 0.01), indicating that the effect of SHO on
the innovation quality is U-shaped, which supports Hypothesis 2. The structural holes
occupied by firms in organizational collaboration networks have an inhibitory and then
facilitating effect on the innovation quality.

Model 2 was used to test the moderating effect of SHK on the relationship between
SHO and the innovation quantity. The interaction term between SHK and SHO is signif-
icantly negative (β = −0.079; p < 0.01), indicating that SHK negatively moderates the
relationship between SHO and the innovation quantity, and Hypothesis H3a is supported.
Figure 6 presents the negative moderating effect of SHK on the relationship between SHO
and the innovation quantity.
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Based on Model 6, the interaction term between SHK and SHO2 is positive and
significant (β = 0.07; p < 0.05), indicating that SHK plays a positive moderating role in the
relationship between SHO and the innovation quality, and Hypotheses H3b is supported,
the moderating effect of which is plotted in Figure 7.
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Model 3 tested the moderating role of SHU in the relationship between SHO and
the innovation quantity. The interaction term between SHU and SHO is significantly
negative (β = −0.029; p < 0.1), supporting Hypothesis H4a. SHU negatively moderates
the relationship between SHO and the innovation quantity, as shown in Figure 8.
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Based on Model 7, the interaction term between SHU and SHO2 is positive and
significant (β = 0.054; p < 0.01), indicating that SHU positively moderates the relationship
between SHO and the innovation quality, supporting Hypothesis H4b, the moderating
effect of which is plotted in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The moderating effect of SHU on the relationship between SHO and innovation quality.

Model 4 shows that the three-dimensional interaction term between SHO, SHK, and
SHU is positive but not significant (β = 0.014; p > 0.1), indicating that SHK and SHU do
not play a significant joint moderating effect in the relationship between SHO and the
innovation quantity, and Hypothesis H5a is not supported.

Model 8 shows that the three-dimensional interaction terms of SHO2, SHK, and SHU
are significantly positive (β = 0.04; p < 0.1), indicating that SHK and SHU play a positive
joint moderating effect in the relationship between SHO and the innovation quality, which
supports Hypothesis H5b. The joint moderating effect of SHK and SHU is shown in
Figure 10.
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Robustness Tests
We used the following methods to conduct robustness tests in this study. First, we

changed the measurement of the innovation quantity and innovation quality. Compared
with utility model patents and industrial design patents, invention patents require more
innovation from firms. Drawing on Hu et al. [50], we used the number of invention patents
applied to measure the innovation quantity. Drawing on Liu et al. [51], we used the number
of citations of invention patents to measure the innovation quality. Second, we changed
the control variables. We changed DC to betweenness centrality (BC), DO to the average
distance in organizational collaboration networks (ADO), DK to the average distance
in knowledge networks (ADK), and DU to the average distance in urban collaboration
networks (ADU). We measured KS by the number of patents granted in the first 5 years of a
firm’s embedded organizational collaboration network. Finally, we changed the regression
model. We replaced fixed-effects negative binomial regression with random-effects negative
binomial regression. The regression results of the robustness test are shown in Table 3. The
regression results of the robustness test are consistent with the previous section. Therefore,
this study is reliable.

Table 3. Results of robustness tests.

Innovation Quantity Innovation Quality

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8

SHO 0.035 ***
(0.012)

0.095 ***
(0.024)

0.040 ***
(0.012)

0.103 ***
(0.023)

0.140 ***
(0.042)

0.212 ***
(0.081)

0.149 ***
(0.044)

0.211 ***
(0.081)

SHO2 0.035 **
(0.015)

0.008
(0.029)

0.015
(0.017)

0.005
(0.030)

SHK −0.019
(0.024)

−0.027
(0.024)

0.290 ***
(0.093)

0.299 ***
(0.092)

SHO × SHK −0.084 ***
(0.021)

−0.091 ***
(0.021)

−0.119 *
(0.080)

−0.104
(0.076)

SHO2 ×
SHK

0.044 *
(0.026)

0.038
(0.026)

SHU 0.109 ***
(0.013)

0.102 ***
(0.015)

−0.054
(0.067)

−0.063
(0.075)
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Table 3. Cont.

Innovation Quantity Innovation Quality

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8

SHO × SHU −0.037 ***
(0.012)

−0.053 *
(0.032)

−0.019
(0.047)

0.057
(0.064)

SHO2 ×
SHU

0.051 **
(0.021)

0.072 **
(0.034)

SHK × SHU 0.015
(0.017)

0.021
(0.064)

SHO × SHK
× SHU

0.027
(0.028)

−0.061
(0.065)

SHO2 ×
SHK × SHU

0.021 *
(0.030)

SCA 0.073 ***
(0.019)

0.071 ***
(0.019)

0.089 ***
(0.019)

0.088 ***
(0.019)

0.374 ***
(0.064)

0.360 ***
(0.065)

0.373 ***
(0.063)

0.361 ***
(0.065)

AGE −0.101 ***
(0.013)

−0.098 ***
(0.013)

−0.098 ***
(0.013)

−0.095 ***
(0.013)

−0.052
(0.090)

−0.063
(0.089)

−0.058
(0.090)

−0.069
(0.090)

KS 2.124 ***
(0.019)

2.146 ***
(0.027)

2.101 ***
(0.019)

2.127 ***
(0.027)

1.497 ***
(0.077)

1.298 ***
(0.103)

1.500 ***
(0.080)

1.302 ***
(0.104)

BC 0.004
(0.007)

0.016 **
(0.006)

0.004
(0.007)

0.015 **
(0.006)

0.016
(0.021)

0.018
(0.020)

0.017
(0.021)

0.020
(0.020)

ADO 0.006
(0.014)

0.005
(0.014)

0.008
(0.014)

0.007
(0.014)

0.018
(0.054)

0.020
(0.055)

0.020
(0.054)

0.022
(0.054)

ADK −0.090 ***
(0.019)

−0.086 ***
(0.019)

−0.083 ***
(0.019)

−0.079 ***
(0.019)

1.021 ***
(0.082)

1.012 ***
(0.084)

1.009 ***
(0.076)

0.999 ***
(0.078)

ADU 0.039 **
(0.018)

0.040 **
(0.018)

0.035 *
(0.018)

0.035 **
(0.018)

0.628 ***
(0.076)

0.652 ***
(0.076)

0.636 ***
(0.076)

0.662 ***
(0.076)

_cons 2.109 ***
(0.013)

2.130 ***
(0.014)

2.107 ***
(0.013)

2.128 ***
(0.014)

−2.320 ***
(0.082)

−2.356 ***
(0.090)

−2.312 ***
(0.082)

−2.363 ***
(0.091)

N 6331 6331 6331 6331 6331 6331 6331 6331
Wald chi2 30,479.49 32,774.76 31,128.28 33,209.17 1931.12 1933.47 1968.11 1981.42

Log
likelihood −20,756.14 −20,741.07 −20,718.75 −20,702.24 −4083.27 −4073.09 −4079.19 −4068.48

Note: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, and * p < 0.1.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

We constructed organizational collaboration networks, knowledge networks, and
urban collaboration networks using jointly authorized invention patents in the field of
artificial intelligence and intelligent manufacturing equipment in China and clarified the
impact of multilevel network structural holes on firm innovation. The empirical results of
this study demonstrate that firms occupying more structural holes in the organizational
collaboration network are beneficial in increasing the innovation quantity but inhibit and
then promote the innovation quality. Firms occupying more structural holes in the knowl-
edge network weaken the effect of the structural holes in the organizational collaboration
network on the innovation quantity but strengthen the effect of the structural holes in the
organizational collaboration network on the innovation quality. If the city where the firm
is located occupies a structural hole in the urban collaboration network, the effect of the
structural hole in the organizational collaboration network on the innovation quantity is
weakened and the effect on the innovation quality is strengthened. The structural holes
occupied by the firm in the knowledge network and the structural holes occupied by the
city in which the firm is located in the urban collaboration network enhance the impact of
the structural holes in the organizational collaboration network on the innovation quality.

5.1. Theoretical Implications

Previous studies have focused on the impact of collaboration networks on innovation
performance and dual innovation (exploitative and exploratory innovations) [2,9,19]. Un-
like the previous literature [1,14], we contribute to the literature on the relationship between
structural embeddedness and firm innovation by exploring the differential impact of the
structural holes a firm occupies in a network on the innovation quantity and innovation
quality. Firm innovation is embedded in multilevel networks, and different networks exert
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different impacts [10,15]. We explored the impact of multilevel network structural holes
on firm innovation by simultaneously including organizational collaboration networks,
knowledge networks, and urban collaboration networks in our analytical framework. This
complements related research on multilevel network embeddedness and provides a new
perspective to the literature on network embeddedness and firm innovation. Our findings
demonstrate that knowledge network structural holes and urban collaboration network
structural holes play different moderating effects in the relationship between organizational
collaboration network structural holes and firm innovation, which expands the contingency
context of the collaboration network and firm innovation. Our findings also advance the
related research on the relationship between multilevel network structural features and
firm innovation.

5.2. Practical Implications

First, firms should develop appropriate innovation plans based on their innovation
goals. Firms that plan to increase their innovation quantity in the short term should try to
occupy more bridging positions in their organizational collaboration networks. In the long
run, firms that are committed to improving innovation quality can both maintain strong
ties in their networks and occupy more bridging positions. Second, firms need to choose
appropriate knowledge network layout strategies based on their innovation goals. When
firms want to increase their innovation quantity, they should reduce the application of
knowledge elements that occupy structural holes. Finally, firms need to rationalize the use
of urban resources according to their innovation goals. The city where the firm is located
occupying a structural hole in the urban collaboration network can help the firm access
more resources and thus improve the innovation quality.

5.3. Limitations and Future Research

Certain limitations of this study can be addressed in future research. First, our research
sample was restricted to include only high-tech firms in the field of artificial intelligence
and intelligent manufacturing equipment in China, and it remains to be tested whether the
findings can be applied to other fields. Second, we measured the innovation quantity and
innovation quality based only on patent data, which may be incomplete. Future research
could analyze firm innovation from other perspectives such as new product development
and innovation transformation. Finally, this study only considered the structural holes
in multilevel networks, and future research on the impact of multilevel networks on firm
innovation can be developed from other perspectives. Moreover, our analysis of multilevel
networks and structural holes only yielded conclusions about patent collaboration, and
the identification of knowledge elements was limited to IPC codes. Future research could
utilize other data to validate these findings.
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